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In no event will CA be liable to the end user or any third party for any loss or damage, direct or
indirect, from the use of this documentation, including without limitation, lost profits, business
interruption, goodwill, or lost data, even if CA is expressly advised of such loss or damage. The use
of any product referenced in this documentation and this documentation is governed by the end
user’s applicable license agreement. The manufacturer of this documentation is Computer
Associates International, Inc. All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced
herein belong to their respective companies. Environment Definition Section. Library Definition
Section. Activity Definition Section. DEFINE within an Activity. File Fields. Working Storage Fields.
Basic Field Definition. DEFINE Syntax. Parameters. DEFINE Statement Examples. Record Layouts.
Overlay Redefinition. Working Storage Initialization. Varying Length Fields. Alternate Report
Headings. Edit Masks. Leading Zeros. Negative Numbers. COPY Statement. Syntax. Example. COPY
Rules for Database Files. Data Reference. Unique Name. Qualification. Indexing. SystemDefined
Fields. PERFORM Statement. Syntax. START and FINISH Parameters JOB. START. FINISH.
BEFORE Parameter SORT. BEFORE procname. Specialname Report Procedures. Overflow of Total
Values. Controlling Overflow. Summary File. Report Procedures. Coding Techniques. Specialname
Report Procedures. REPORTINPUT. BEFORELINE and AFTERLINE. Reference Guide A1 Syntax. A1
Operation StandaloneReport. A3 Operation Database. A3 Limitations. A3 Glossary Table Generation.
A4 Examples. A5 STRSRCH. A8 Syntax. A9 Operation Inline. A10 Operation Database. A10 Notes.
A10 Appendix B Diagnostics Operational Diagnostic Messages. B1 Syntax Diagnostic Messages. B9
CBLCNVRT Messages. B42 DQSCGEN Messages. B43 IDD Interface Messages. B44 SQL
Supplemental Diagnostic Messages. B46 Appendix C Keywords Symbol References. C1 Reserved
Words.
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C3 Appendix D Options Table Selectable Options. D1 Appendix E Examples Coding Conventions. E1
Inventory Sample File. E2 Personnel Sample File. E3 GETDATE Macro. E10 Basic Examples. E11
Example 1 Employees in Region 1. E11 Example 2 Proposed Salary Schedules. E12 Example 3
Employee Letters. Its Englishlike language and simple declarative statements provide the new user
with the tools needed to produce comprehensive reports with ease, while its enhanced facilities
provide the experienced data processor with the capabilities to perform complex programming
tasks. This Reference Guide is designed for use by you, the programmer. It assumes that you are
familiar with the CAEasytrieve language and understand basic data processing concepts. Under
TSO, CMS, and ICCF, it can run interactively for data inquiry, analysis, and reporting. The output
can be either returned back to your terminal screen or routed to a printer. Capabilities Extensive
capabilities provide you with more benefits than those available in standard information retrieval
systems. CAEasytrieve Plus has the capabilities of a retrieval system as well as the
comprehensiveness and flexibility required for complex reports, data extraction and file maintenance
requirements. Synchronizes file processing based on keys of an unlimited number of files, including
matched conditions and duplicate checking. This reduces complex matching logic down to one
statement. Tests for file availability and current record count. Prints statistics on files used,
including number of records processed and attributes of each file. Provides incore binary search of
external or instream table files. Prints file status and error analysis report at point of error during
abnormal termination. Provides an easy method for establishing temporary work files without
special job control or file allocation statements.
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Character Set Support Both Expanded Binary Coded Decimal Interchange Code EBCDIC and Double
Byte Character Set DBCS character representations are supported. EBCDIC is a character set
system that associates one character with a particular 8bit binary value. This means that each
EBCDIC character occupies one unit of storage; therefore EBCDIC is termed as a singlebyte
character set. EBCDIC supports the definition of 256 different characters. To represent such a
character set, each character is associated with a particular 16bit binary number. This means that
two units of storage are occupied to represent a single character and thus the name Double Byte
Character Set. Supporting alphanumeric field types containing both EBCDIC and DBCS format data
plus a MIXED field type for those fields that contain a mixture of both EBCDIC and DBCS format
characters. Providing flexible edit masks for report formats or displaying data, including
blankwhenzero, automatic DBCS conversion, and hex display. Establishing EBCDIC, DBCS, and
MIXED initial values for working storage fields. Providing default report headings to enhance
standards. Allowing multiple use of field definitions with the COPY keyword, reducing coding and
maintenance. Logic Process The purpose of any information retrieval and application development
system is to provide complete conditional logic. Includes special onetime procedures for start of
processing and finish of processing. Sorts on any number of keys. Report Output The reporting
features make producing reports a simple, uncomplicated process. The flexibility built into the
system through specialized report procedures makes it easy to produce customized reports without
compromise. By using VFM, you can establish your own extract or temporary files using only
CAEasytrieve Plus keywords. If the memory area is exhausted, VFM writes the excess data to a
single spill area. Defining only one physical file.

Determining the best blocking factor based on device type, providing a 90 percent disk utilization.
Releasing and recovering occupied space as the virtual file is read back into your program.
Automatically spooling files created as a result of sequenced reports or multiple reports in the same
activity. Providing optional data processing oriented displays, such as DMAPs and PMAPs. Trapping
invalid file references during execution to prevent a system dump. Additional calculations and
multiple assignment statements previously required to perform these functions are no longer
needed. Working Storage Reinitialization A RESET option on the DEFINE statement lets you specify
that W working storage fields be initialized automatically for each execution of a JOB or SORT



statement. This lets you compare the contents of a key field from one record to the next and group
records using IF tests. Varying Length Fields A new option in the DEFINE statement provides
support for variable length alphanumeric fields. You can specify file fields and working storage fields
as VARYING. When referencing them in job statements, the program uses only the portion of the
data specified by the field’s length. You can also reference the length and data portions separately.
Enhanced Data Map The Data Map DMAP function of the compile listing facility provides a table of
all files and fields in your job. The enhanced DMAP displays all pertinent information on level,
redefinition, key fields, external databases, headers, and masks. Imported field definitions also
import appropriate information to the expanded DMAP. Enhanced PANVALET Macro Interface A
new CONTROL record provides support for CAPanvalet library control codes. The control record lets
you access a secured CAPanvalet library only if you provide the correct code. Enhanced Installation
Procedures Enjoy our new streamlined installation and be sure to use the installation checklist in the
Getting Started.
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This eliminates the need to code host variable definitions in the library section of your program. The
old parameter, DB2SSID, is still supported for compatibility. ORACLE Database Processing The
ORACLE interface provides complete facilities for information retrieval and maintenance of ORACLE
databases. FILE Statement for SQL An SQL select clause can be coded on a FILE statement. IDD
Optional Start Location You can specify the location to send a field definition generated by the IDD
RECORD statement. Virtual File Manager The default storage for the buffer pool in VFM is 64 KB.
VFM is also not sensitive to an overallocation of storage. 6.1 Enhancements CASE Statement This
statement conditionally executes one of several alternative groups of statements based on the value
of a specified field. ELSEIF Statement This statement tests alternate conditions in an IF statement
without nesting ENDIFs. Integration with CACorporate Tie Access to the CACorporate Tie Host Disk
means you can access mainframe data in a PC format. The Host Disk is supported as a file in
CAEasytrieve Plus, and you can PUT data to that file. You can also print reports to the Host Disk.
VSAM SUMFILE The REPORT statement’s SUMFILE parameters accept ESDS, KSDS, and RRDS
VSAM files. SUMFILE records are written in mass sequential insert mode. CAIDMS Dynamic
Loading CAIDMS customers can dynamically load the CAIDMS modules that are normally linked
with this product. This provides easier maintenance in coordination with new releases of CAIDMS.
Options Table Support of Date and Time Separator Characters The Options Table lets you specify
date and time separator characters to confirm to international standards. List of Future Reserved
Words To help you plan for the addition of several new reserved words in the next release, a list of
the words is supplied. SQL Gross Level Syntax Checking—Bypass DB2 checking of SQL statements
until the execution of a statement.

Disk Drive Support We support 3390 disk drives, but not 2311 or 2314 disk drives.It is executed,
then a LINE is formatted, causing the BEFORELINE procedure to alter what a LINE prints. When
displaypagesize is zero, the BEFORELINE procedure behaves as it has in previous releases. This
feature is supported in the FB subparameter of the FILE statement. RETURNCODE for VSE
RETURNCODE is a systemdefined fourbyte binary field. When set in a CAEasytrieve Plus program,
the contents of RETURNCODE are returned to the operating system when the program completes.
This facilitates conditional execution of subsequent JCL steps. Read Access to LINECOUNT and
PAGECOUNT Logic is performed based on the contents of the systemdefined fields, PAGECOUNT
and LINECOUNT. The most common use of this is in report procedures whenever automatic report
printing of CAEasytrieve Plus is being augmented by DISPLAY statements. RESET Parameter on
FILE Statement A new RESET parameter has been added to the FILE statement to use with the
overwrite feature in version 2.1 of CACorporate Tie. RESET forces a file of the same name that
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exists on the Host Disk to be overwritten. Default Disk Type VSE Only The default type of disk has
been changed from 3340 to 3380. This value is used when DISK is specified for site options
VFMDEV, DEVICE, or MACDEV, or when you specify the DISK option on a FILE statement. EVEN
Parameter on DEFINE Statement The new EVEN parameter on the DEFINE statement indicates that
a packed decimal field is to contain an even number of digits. HEADING Parameter in the SQL
INCLUDE Statement The new HEADING parameter on the SQL INCLUDE statement automatically
causes the remarks in the DBMS system catalog entry for a column to be copied into a HEADING
parameter of the generated DEFINE statement. This permits the application program to monitor
cursor positioning across SQL commits.

For all databases, an SQLSYNTAX value of PARTIAL can be specified to perform grosslevel syntax
checking in the case where your DBMS is not available. This enables you to code Singleton Select
statements and avoid coding DECLARE CURSOR statements. Unless the subschema requires it,
registration can be bypassed by coding the RETRIEVAL parameter on the IDD statement. IDMS
RETURN KEY Support The IDMS RETURN statement supports retrieving a records symbolic key.
FourDigit Year Support A new systemdefined field has been added that contains the century.
SYSDATELONG is a 10 A field and is the same format as SYSDATE except that the year is prefixed
with the century. Two new options have been added to the REPORT statement. They are
SHORTDATE and LONGDATE. With SHORTDATE, the date on reports is displayed using a twodigit
year. With LONGDATE, the date on reports is displayed using the century and the twodigit year. The
compile listing displays SYSDATE or SYSDATELONG depending on the LONGDTE value in the
Options Table. 6.3 Enhancements Suppress Leading Zeroes The Options Table lets you specify the
leading character in the DATE edit mask as either a character 0 or a blank in MVS. VSE standards
are to give the date with a leading zero. Empty VSAM File Processing Empty VSAM files can be
handled without termination, giving programmers the ability to control and take corrective action
from within the program. The type of control depends on whether the program is using Automatic or
Controlled input processing. Note This does not apply to files that specify UPDATE on the FILE
statement. Automatic Input When an empty file condition is encountered during Automatic Input,
the JOB activity ends and processing continues with the normal endofjob processing. This is
consistent with other filetypes. You can also use the IF NOT filename or the IF EOF filename to
determine if the file is empty and then take an appropriate action.

We have provided program templates to streamline the process of creating HTML. Override Date
Parameter Easytrieve Plus lets you override the option parameter DATE. Utility Macros Easytrieve
Plus provides two macros CBLCNVRT, which converts COBOL file and field definitions to the
CAEasytrieve Plus equivalent, and STRSRCH, which provides a rapid string search that returns the
position of the search pattern within the target string, or returns a zero if the search pattern does
not occur in the target string. 6.4 Enhancements Running above 16 MB This program can run in
31bit mode and allocate storage above 16 megabytes. The Options Table parameter ALL31
designates where dynamic storage is allocated and where the CAEasytrieve application program
resides RMODE. The majority of programs are loaded into memory above 16 MB. Five modes of
operation facilitate production as well as ad hoc programming. Environment Definition Section The
environment definition section establishes parameters for the program. This section permits you to
override standard CAEasytrieve Plus options and to choose one of the modes of operation. It
describes data files and their associated fields, as well as any working storage requirements of the
program. Activity Definition Section The activity definition section is the only mandatory section of
your program. There are two types of activities JOB and SORT. SORT activities create sequenced
files. You can code one or more procedures PROCs at the end of each activity. You can code one or
more REPORT subactivities after the PROCs at the end of each JOB activity. You must code PROCs
used within a REPORT subactivity immediately after the REPORT subactivity in which you use them.
You can code multiple JOBs, SORTs, and REPORTs within one program. It also uses the transactions



to update the master file. Syntax Rules The freeform English language structure of CAEasytrieve
Plus makes it easy for you to develop an efficient, flexible programming style.

To avoid programming errors, follow its simple syntax rules. Statement Area All source statements
are records of 80 characters each. The system installation option SCANCOL explained in the
“Options Table” appendix establishes a statement area within the 80 available positions. The default
statement area is in columns 1 through 72. This enables optional data for example, sequence
numbers and program identifiers to be entered on the record but ignored. Both character sets are
supported based on the following assumptions and rules 1. All the syntax rules described in this
chapter apply to EBCDIC data only. DBCS data in the statement area is not processed for
continuation characters, delimiters, words, identifiers, and so on. 2. A DBCS character occupies two
bytes in storage. If not identified as DBCS characters, these same two bytes would be processed as a
pair of single byte EBCDIC characters. To distinguish EBCDIC data from DBCS data, two shift code
systems are used. The first system, called the Wrapping shift code system, takes the form of two
codes one code preceding and the second following the DBCS data. These codes wrap or enclose the
DBCS data, thereby identifying the beginning and end of DBCS data. The term associated with the
code that precedes the DBCS data is a ShiftOut code shiftout of EBCDIC. The code that delimits
separates the DBCS data is called a ShiftIn code shiftin to EBCDIC. These codes can be one or two
bytes in length. The second system of shift codes, called Header shift codes, uses a one or twobyte
code to identify that the following byte is a binary number whose value defines the amount of
nonEBCDIC data that follows. Shift code values are defined in the DBCS Options Module see the
Getting Started for more details on the Options Module. Each shift code value uniquely identifies the
DBCS code system of the data. If the system cannot be uniquely identified, a default is assumed.

You can alter this default at compile time with the PARM statement for more information, see PARM
Statement in the “Environment Definition” chapter. In the statement area, shift codes are required
to distinguish DBCS data from EBCDIC data. Once a CAEasytrieve Plus word has been identified, the
word is known to be of EBCDIC, DBCS, or MIXED data format. Shift codes are only maintained for
MIXED words. The CAEasytrieve Plus compiler identifies the statement containing the word and
when necessary, performs the required processing to remove the shift codes and convert EBCDIC
data. Mixing code systems within one word generates an error. Only one shift code system can be
defined for a DBCS code system. Multiple Statements The statement area normally contains a single
statement. However, you can enter multiple statements on a single record. The EBCDIC character
string . period followed by a space indicates the end of a statement. Another CAEasytrieve Plus
statement begins at the next available position of the statement area after the space. You can use
comment statements at any place within a program, except within a continued statement and not
prior to or within instream macros. A statement containing all blanks is treated as a comment. A
comment statement can contain both EBCDIC and DBCS data in the remainder of the record. Any
DBCS data must be identified by shift codes. The indicates that the statement continues at the start
of the next statement area. Continuation between words is the same for both. This means a shiftin
code must precede the continuation character and a shiftout code must precede the continuing
DBCS data on the next record. The following illustrates continuing a DBCS literal. A word can be a
keyword, field name, literal, or symbol. All words begin with a nonblank character. A delimiter or the
end of the statement area terminates these words. Delimiters make statements readable but are not
considered part of the attached word.

CAEasytrieve Plus word delimiters are Symbol Term Description space Basic delimiter in each
statement. apostrophe Encloses literals that are alphabetic.. period Terminates a statement., comma
Used optionally for readability. parentheses Encloses multiple parameters and portions of arithmetic
expressions the left parenthesis acts as a basic delimiter. colon Used as a delimiter for file, record,
and field qualifications. At least one space must follow all delimiters except for the left parenthesis



and colon. The word RECORDCOUNT is shown below with various delimiters RECORDCOUNT
FILEONERECORDCOUNT RECORDCOUNT RECORDCOUNT RECORDCOUNT, RECORDCOUNT.
Keywords Keywords are words that have specific meaning to CAEasytrieve Plus. Some keywords are
reserved words. You can use nonreserved keywords in the appropriate context as field names. For
more information on keywords and reserved words, see the “Keywords” appendix. Multiple
Parameters You must enclose multiple parameters within parentheses to indicate group
relationships.
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